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BOSON INTERFEROMETRY
From astronomy to particle physics, and back



BOSONS BUNCH 
TOGETHER,
FERMIONS DON’T

Pauli exclusion principle:
Fermions cannot share 
the same quantum state

(but bosons can ! ☺ )

Bose-Einstein condensates
of lithium isotopes; 

Left: 7Li bosons  (integer 
spin)

Right:  6Li fermions

As temperature drops,
bosons bunch together, 
while fermions keep their 
distance

Truscott & Hulet (Rice Univ.)



Jeltes et al.: Comparison of the Hanbury Brown–Twiss effect for bosons and fermions
Nature 445, 402 (2007)

Correlation functions at T=0.5 µK

Top: 4He (bosons)

Bottom: 3He (fermions)

Bosons show bunching;
fermions show antibunching



It began a long, long time ago, 
in a place far, far away*…

*Narrabri, New South Wales



Flux collectors at Narrabri
R.Hanbury Brown: The Stellar Interferometer at Narrabri Observatory
Sky and Telescope  28, No.2, 64, August 1964



Narrabri intensity interferometer
with its circular railway track
R.Hanbury Brown: BOFFIN. A Personal Story of the Early Days
of Radar, Radio Astronomy and Quantum Optics (1991)



Intensity interferometry



Squared visibility (“diffraction pattern”), of a stellar disk of angular diameter 0.5 mas.
Z = normalized second-order coherence
(Hannes Jensen, Lund Observatory, 2010)

OBSERVATIONS IN  INTENSITY  INTERFEROMETRY



Intensity interferometry
Pro: Time resolution of 10 ns implies 3 m light travel time;

no need for any more accurate optics nor atmosphere.

Short wavelengths no problem; hot sources observable

Con: Signal comes from two-photon correlations, 
increases as signal squared; requires large flux collectors



Pioneering paper by Roy Glauber explaining the functioning of the intensity interferometer



Top: Bunched photons  (Bose-Einstein; ‘quantum-random’)

Center: Antibunched photons (like fermions)

Bottom: Coherent and uniformly spaced  (like ideal laser)

After R. Loudon: The Quantum Theory of Light (2000)

PHOTON  STATISTICS



Roy Glauber
Nobel prize in physics

Stockholm, December 2005

“For his contribution to the
quantum theory of optical coherence"



John Davis & Robert Hanbury Brown with model of a proposed very large stellar
intensity interferometer with 12 m flux collectors, spanning a 2 km baseline
R.Hanbury Brown: BOFFIN. A Personal Story of the Early Days of Radar,
Radio Astronomy and Quantum Optics (1991)



Sic transit gloria mundi…
Motel restaurant and bar in Narrabri,
its wall covered with mirrors from the 
former observatory.
Photos: D.Dravins



Astronomy out …
particle physics in



In a 1959 bubble-chamber study of charged pion production in proton/antiproton annihilation, 
the angular distribution of like-charge pion pairs was found to differ from the unlike-charge ones.

In a now classic paper, this was interpreted as due to Bose-Einstein correlations  (GGLP 1960).

However, the connection with the Hanbury Brown-Twiss effect was realized only in the 1970’s. 

… and the rest is history

FIRST BOSON CORRELATIONS IN PARTICLE PHYSICS



FIRST BOSON CORRELATIONS IN PARTICLE PHYSICS

CITATIONS HISTORY [ADS]



PARTICLE
PHYSICS





Sci.Am. Feb.1995

ALSO
OTHER
FIELDS



Back to astronomy…



Galileo 1609

E-ELT 2018?



Seeing
limited
HST8m + AOE-ELT

(diffraction 
limit a few 
milliarcsec in 
the near-IR)

Spatial Resolution



ESO Paranal





SHAPE OF ACHERNAR

Image of the rapidly rotating
( Vsin i ≈ 250 km/s ) 
star Achernar (α Eri, B3 Vpe),
from VLTI observations.

Axis ratio = 1.56, the most 
flattened star seen so far.

Because of the projection effect
this ratio is a minimal value;
the star could be even flatter.

Individual diameter measurements 
are shown by points with error bars.

http://www.eso.org/


Actual image of the Mira-type 
variable T Leporis from VLTI

Image obtained by combining hundreds 
of interferometric measurements

Central disc shows stellar surface, 
surrounded by a spherical shell of 
expelled molecular material

Infrared wavelengths color-coded:
Blue = 1.4 – 1.6 µm
Green =  1.6 – 1.75 µm
Red = 1.75 – 1.9 µm

In the green channel, the 
molecular envelope is thinner

The size of Earth’s orbit is marked.

Resolution =  4 milli-arcseconds

(ESO  press release 0906, Feb. 2009)



Interferometric images of the F-type giant ε Aurigae during its 
month-long eclipse by an opaque disk, occurring every 27 years 
Infrared images of the transiting disk in the ϵ Aurigae system
Kloppenborg et al., Nature 464, 870 (8 April 2010) 



Many stars become
resolved surface objects
for baselines 100-1000 m



The Luciola flotilla of many small collector mirrors operates like one giant diluted mirror.
Focal beam-combiners independently exploit the sky image formed at the focal surface.
A.Labeyrie et al., Luciola hypertelescope space observatory,  Exp.Astron. 23, 463 (2009) 
&  ESA Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 proposal

Luciola* Hypertelescope
* genus of fireflies





Air Cherenkov Telescopes



• The charged particles in the shower are moving faster than the speed 
of light in air (=c/n)

• A moving charge causes atoms in the atmosphere to become polarised 
and emit light

Cherenkov radiation

observer

v>c/n

A fast particle causes a cone shaped "shock wave" -
The emission forms a coherent wavefront at the 
Cherenkov angle cos θ=1/βn   (~1.3º in air)



Effective area =light pool size

=105m2 !!!



Multiple telescopes also 
reject local muons at 
the hardware level

Stereoscopy: Telescope 
Arrays



CANGAROO III
H.E.S.S.

MAGICVERITAS

AIR CHERENKOV TELESCOPES



MAGIC, Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma



MAGIC, Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma



The four VERITAS telescopes at Basecamp, Arizona





CTA, Cherenkov Telescope Array (2018?)
An advanced facility for ground-based gamma-ray astronomy 
ASPERA, AStroParticle European Research Area / D.Rouable



PRIORITIES IN EUROPEAN ASTRONOMY 2010-2020

ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap 
http://www.astronet-eu.org/
For the section on High-Energy Astrophysics, Astroparticle Physics and Gravitational Waves, 
highest-priority near-term (−2015) project is CTA; in overall list is 2nd highest priority among
medium-scale ground-based projects (following the European Solar Telescope).

ESFPRI , European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 
ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/esfri/docs/esfri_roadmap_update_2008.pdf
Eight prioritized projects within Physical Sciences and Engineering, include CTA

ASPERA network on astroparticle physics
http://www.aspera-eu.org/
The priority project for VHE gamma astrophysics is the Cherenkov Telescope Array, CTA.

http://www.astronet-eu.org/
ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/esfri/docs/esfri_roadmap_update_2008.pdf
http://www.aspera-eu.org/


ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN ASTRONOMY

1 arcsec

1 mas

100 µas

10 mas

100 mas

10 µas



Simulated observations of binary stars with different sizes.
(mV = 3; Teff = 7000 K; T = 10 h; Δt = 1 ns; λ = 500 nm; Δλ = 1 nm; QE = 0.7, array = CTA B)

Top: Reconstructed and pristine images;  Bottom: Fourier magnitudes.
Already changes in stellar radii by only a few micro-arcseconds are well resolved.

(Hannes Jensen, Lund Observatory, 2010)



Simulated observations of binary stars with different separations.
(mV = 3; Teff = 7000 K; T = 10 h; Δt = 1 ns; λ = 500 nm; Δλ = 1 nm; QE = 0.7, array = CTA B)

Top: Reconstructed and pristine images;  Bottom: Fourier magnitudes.
Stellar diameters and binary separations are well resolved.

(Hannes Jensen, Lund Observatory, 2010)



SIMULATED OBSERVATIONS  IN  INTENSITY  INTERFEROMETRY

(Paul Nuñez, University of Utah, 2010)



ASTROPHYSICAL TARGETS FOR KILOMETRIC-SCALE INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY (Dravins et al., SPIE Proc. 7734, 2010)



“Our local Universe is teeming with stars, but despite 400 years 
of telescopic observations, astronomy is still basically 
incapable of observing stars as such!

Although we can observe the light radiated by them, we do not 
(with few exceptions) have the capability to observe the stars 
themselves, i.e., resolving their disks or viewing structures 
across and outside their surfaces (except for the Sun, of 
course!).

One can just speculate what new worlds will be revealed once
stars no longer will be seen as mere point sources but as 
extended and irregular objects with magnetic or thermal spots, 
flattened or distorted by rapid rotation, and with mass ejections 
monitored in different spectral features as they flow towards 
their binary companions.

It is not long ago that the satellites of the outer planets passed 
from being mere point sources to a plethora of different worlds, 
and one might speculate what meager state extragalactic 
astronomy would be in, were galaxies observed as point 
sources only.”
(Dravins & LeBohec, SPIE Proc. 6986, 2008)

In 2009, we 
celebrated

400 years of
telescopic 
astronomy



Unsolved theoretical issues:
How to exploit higher-order correlations ?

Non-random photon statistics ?
Radiative transfer of photon correlations ?

Signatures of photon orbital angular momentum ?
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